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We are immensely proud to be a successful British establishment, with all of our training, and all of our products, developed
and manufactured exclusively by us in our UK laboratories.

Our promise
To bring you miracle products that you will love, that are rare, exceptional, unprecedented.

Our science
Our products are innovated with scientifically-proven, medically-accepted ingredients and technologies, overseen by a
contingent of doctors and scientists for proven results.

Our inspiration
To innovate, create and design the best beauty products that are un-paralleled in the beauty market today.

Our products
Are designed to work to their optimum capacity and create results immediately. Whether lifting or shrinking you will love
our results driven brands.

All prices in the catalogue are plus VAT.
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Training Courses

Shrinking Violet Lipo Pro Sculptor Training

Shrinking Violet
Tibby Olivier revolutionised body treatments when we
launched Clinically Proven Shrinking Violet Body Wraps, our
heritage has lead us to be considered the world’s leading
authority on results driven slimming, body sculpting
treatments for maximum inch loss and cellulite reduction.
The clinical trialled Shrinking Violet Body Wrap named ‘The
Inch Loss Leader’, Become an inch loss specialist centre.
The techniques of Shrinking Violet Body Wrap Training
cannot be classified among any other existing, well known
massage techniques. A study of Shrinking Violet Body Wrap
Rituals will show that the techniques are complex and the
movements involved require special training. To achieve the

Training with Tibby Olivier
Our Therapists earn £80 an hour.
Become a Tibby Olivier Therapist and be part of an internationally recognised brand in professional beauty and spa
treatments.

intended effects with Shrinking Violet Body Wraps, it must
be carried out exactly as taught in its original form at the
Tibby Olivier Institute.
Shrinking Violet Body Wrap courses encompasses the
massage techniques as described below. They can be
applied in any combination during treatment. Learn step

3 Ways To Train

by step our Shrinking Violet massage, manual lymphatic

Tibby Olivier revolutionised body treatments with their cult
following for Clinically Proven Shrinking Violet Body Wraps,
then incorporated Shrinking Violet Spa Rituals found in
spas Worldwide, encompassing Shrinking Violet Inch Loss
Body Wraps, Shrinking Sheer Bliss Inch Loss Massage and
Shrinking Extreme Boosting Spa Rituals, our heritage has
lead us to be considered the world’s leading authority on
results driven slimming body sculpting treatments for
maximum inch loss and cellulite reduction.
The clinical trialled Shrinking Violet Body Wrap named ‘The
Inch Loss Leader’, follows up with a brand new product
aimed at clinical practices – Shrinking Violet Sculptor
Training and Shrinking Violet Lipo Pro Treatments.
Your ideal body is no longer just a dream. With advances in
plastic surgery and non-invasive treatments, there are more
ways than ever to look exactly the way you want. Here is an
effective option to getting the body you’ve always wanted.
Used on its own or in combination with Liposuction –
Lasers and Cavitation or Ultrasound and Pressotherapy
procedures, you can be sure this version will have the
medical clinics and medi-spas screaming out for the new
product and protocols.
The techniques of Shrinking Violet Sculptor Training,
cannot be classified among any other existing, well known
massage techniques. A study of Shrinking Violet Sculptor
Treatments will show that the techniques are complex and
the movements involved require special training. To achieve
the intended effects with Shrinking Violet Sculptor, it must
be carried out exactly as taught in its original form at the
Tibby Olivier – Shrinking Violet Sculptor schools worldwide.

drainage (MLD), anatomy and physiology, indications and
Online
Online training & certification courses offer the ease and flexibility of learning at your own pace, 24/7.
Courses from £450+VAT

contraindications, treatment protocols and techniques plus
the Specific wrapping techniques we use.
Our Shrinking Violet Body Wrap treatments combine an
intense programme of Shrinking Violet massage, manual

Workshops

lymphatic drainage (MLD) to accentuate our slimming

Workshop is a 1-day session, held 12 times per year, in major cities across the UK.

solutions effectiveness. Also featuring the latest information
body wrapping on for an all-embracing complete sculpting,

Tibby Olivier Institute
The industry leader in professional beauty therapy education, Tibby Olivier, launches a breakthrough new training

firming and toning therapy, incorporating body wrapping,
compression, massage techniques, exercises, skin and body
care.

program, Tibby Olivier Institute.
Shrinking Violet Body Wrap courses for students, therapists
Visit pro.tibbyolivier.com for more information.

and practitioners.
Online Course: £450.00

Shrinking Violet Sculptor courses encompasses the
massage techniques as described below. They can be
applied in any combination during treatment. Learn
step by step our Shrinking Violet Lipo massage, manual
lymphatic drainage (MLD), anatomy and physiology,
indications and contraindications, treatment protocols and
techniques plus the various types of swellings caused by
lymphedema.
Our sculptor treatments combine an intense programme of
Shrinking Violet Lipo massage, manual lymphatic drainage
(MLD) to accentuate our slimming solutions effectiveness.
Also featuring the latest information on decongestive
lymphatic therapy (DLT) for an all-embracing complete
decongestive therapy (CDT), incorporating bandaging,
compression, taping, pressotherapy, exercises, skin and
body care.
Shrinking Violet Sculptor courses for students, therapists
and practitioners.
Online Course: £450.00
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Training Courses

The treatment has 5 stages over 1hr 30 that create overall
the Shrinking Sheer Bliss Ritual.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Measuring (Optional) & Body Brushing
Exfoliation
Lymphatic Mapping
Shrinking Extreme Booster
Shrinking Sheer Bliss lymphatic ritual and specific
massage

The online course along with case studies and assignments,
for those new to industry and new to massage treatments
or those therapists wanting a refresher, covers anatomy in
full and the specific massage for Shrinking Sheer Bliss also
concentrates on Shrinking Violet underpinning knowledge,
lymphatic mapping and specific lymphatic work.
Shrinking Tan
Become a Shrinking Tan Professional with our course
perfect for beginners and established Tanning
Professionals.
Our in-depth Training Program has taken thousands of
salon professional and mobile therapist businesses to the
next level. As pioneers and market leaders in the shrinking
tan industry, we want each and every one of our trainees
to become an expert in the field of professional application
of Shrinking Tan. We know you want excellence for your
clients. We know you want the best equipment, the best
products and the best training available. And we promise to
provide all that and more!
When you train with us:
•
•

•

•

You’ll be Certified and Accredited by The Guild
of Beauty Therapists and will gain a professional
qualification in spray/manual tanning.
You’ll have a deep understanding of how shrinking tan
works, contraindications to look for, the shrinking-tan
market, latest innovations and trends, insider secrets,
tips and tricks that ensure the flawless fake tan.
You’ll get marketing advice to help you succeed and
promote your business. You’ll also have access to our
vast array of marketing materials, posters and more
that you can use in your business too.
You’ll leave the course totally confident and clientready.

Course Content & Learning Outcomes:
•
Anatomy of the body systems
•
Equipment required
•
How to prepare the client for treatment
•
Contraindications
•
Lymphatic mapping and lymphatic specific routine
•
How to carry out the treatments and provide the
correct aftercare advice
•
Contra actions and troubleshooting
•
Risk Assessments
•
Safety & Hygiene
•
Health & Safety Regulations
•
Professional Ethics & Standards of Practice
•
Business Practices
•
Business plans
•
Treatment costings
•
Insurance, Complaints & Malpractice
•
Registering & running your business
•
Legislation
•
Marketing & PR
•
Record keeping
•
Cancellations
•
General Tips (e.g. how to review products, selling skills,
tips to getting more traffic, marketing tips etc)

Complete Waxing (for beginners) - £850
New career - new life! Whether you are a trained beautician
and want to add waxing to your repertoire, or just starting
from scratch. Required: No experience necessary.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skin tightening around the eyes
Sagging eyes
General wrinkles on face
Frown lines
Sagging skin
Uneven skin
Loose skin on jaw and neck
Pigmentation

Our training covers all the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Faith Lift
Benefits of treatment
Insurance
Guidelines
Hygiene & Safety
Clinical waste
Pricing
Understanding how Faith Lift works
Consultation
Application and full facial protocol
Aftercare
Anatomy & physiology of the skin and relevant systems
Contra-indications & contra-actions
Facial massage protocol and training

Online Course: £450.00

THE NON SURGICAL FACE LIFTING TREATMENT THAT
EVERYONE IS TALKING ABOUT A FAITH LIFTING
REVOLUTION

Introduction to Duchess System - Online £450.00
Compulsory course for qualified therapists. An interactive
class that combines practice and theory; No Ouch Required
and learn our unique procedure of hot wax and strip wax
application. Required: NVQ2/3 or equivalent insurable
waxing qualification.
Advanced Precision Waxing - Online £450.00
Recommended. Become a Duchess expert waxer by
building your confidence and learning the best Hollywood
& Brazilian intimate techniques. Required: Introduction to
Duchess Class.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Male Brazilian Precision Waxing - Online £450.00
This course will allow you to become an elite waxing
machine. Master male intimate waxing techniques in a
one-to-one session with one our Duchess experts. These
sessions have no set date, but are organised on a case
by case basis with the trainer and therapist. Required:
Introduction to Duchess Class.
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Five Phase Ritual
Learn how to fuse the wonders of Eastern theory with
Western science. This five phase skincare Ritual for your
salon will help you restore your clients chronically ageing
and digital pollution.

Areas we treat

Faith Lift a non surgical face lifting skin care system which
leaves the client with fresher, younger and smoother
looking skin. You can now offer your clients a real
alternative to a surgical facelift with –
Non-surgical treatment
No downtime
Immediate results
No cutting of the skin
No stitches
No major trauma to the skin
Treatment time less than 1 hour

Blue Venom

Blue light protecting actives combined with Bee Venom
using advanced technology and natures own powerful
resources these products ensure your clients can
experience their best skin forever.

This soothing waxing system was launched in 2014 a
unique and Industry first for No Ouch Required waxing
treatments, often copied but never equalled or surpassed,
our No Ouch Waxing System is available in strip and non
strip wax.

Faith Lift Non-Surgical Face Lifting
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Areas we treat:

Duchess Soothing Wax - a complete waxing system
designed to decrease client discomfort.

Online Course: £450.00

Shrinking Sheer Bliss is an inch loss body ritual treatment
which incorporates the amazing results from Shrinking
Violet Inch Loss Body Wrap into a body treatment ritual
designed to relax and de stress the client stimulating and
de-congesting their lymphatic system along with real inch
loss!

Duchess Soothing Wax continued...

Online Course: £450.00

Who doesn’t want to shrink and tan!

Shrinking Violet Sheer Bliss

Faith Lift continued...

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Skin tightening around the eyes
Sagging eyes
General wrinkles on face
Frown lines
Sagging skin
Uneven skin
Loose skin on jaw and neck
Pigmentation
Reduce inflammation
Provides antibacterial effects
Plumps put lines and wrinkles

Our training covers all the following topics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Introduction to Blue Venom
Benefits of treatment
Insurance
Guidelines
Hygiene & Safety
Clinical waste
Pricing
Understanding how Blue Venom works
Consultation
Application and full facial protocol
Aftercare
Anatomy & physiology of the skin and relevant systems
Contra-indications & contra-actions
Facial Massage Protocol and training

Online Course: £450.00
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‘Fat-melting

Magic’

The power to relieve
pain is even greater
than the power to
inflict it.

LOOK

“I was amazed to have
lost 6 inches in total.” NEW

Tibby Olivier is an
international supplier
of award-winning
beauty products,
loved by celebrities,
press and beauty
professionals
worldwide.

PROFESSIONAL

“Amazingly, after the 1
hour treatment I’d lost
over 8 inches in total
from my body - including
around the difficult to
shift areas of the tummy
and arms.” CLOSER
“There’s a cheap cheat
that weighs in at a lot less
than liposuction, which
costs upward of £2000.
Shrinking Violet is the
professional alternative to
wrapping yourself in cling
film at home.” THE SUN

renewing - relieving - relaxing - rehabilitating
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE THERAPY

Training Courses

Theradeep
Our exclusive therapeutic massage therapy and
accompanying massage oils are recommended for those
that have chronic pain or suffer from fibromyalgia, arthritis,
shoulder pain, backaches and headaches. A renewing
therapy that hones your level of pressure, with therapeutic
flow that allows for blood circulation, embodiment and
relief of pain, relaxing and easing muscle tension with
targeted focus for rehabilitating injuries.
Theradeep Therapy focuses on the different layers of tissue
(muscle, tendons and fascia, trigger points, working to
relax, lengthen, and release strain patterns within them
so that the body’s posture can realign itself. Physical and
emotional traumas can tighten and stiffen these tissues.
When this happens, the body moves out of a state of
natural alignment and loses its flexibility and gravitational
balance. Working Theradeeply does not necessarily
mean applying lots of pressure. The techniques used in
Theradeep therapeutic massage are also applied more
slowly, so as to avoid causing the recipient discomfort when
working deeply into the muscle and connective tissue, as
well as allowing the nervous system to integrate the work.
Course Content & Learning Outcomes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understand the general stretching guidelines
Chronic pain
Fantastic Fascia
Trigger points
How pain causing muscle knots form
Neuromyofascial Lesion
Myofascial Reigger Point
Trigger Point Therapy
The Patterns of Pain
Understand and demonstrate the difference between
active and passive stretching
Advise and demonstrate active stretches on major
muscle groups of the body
Advise and demonstrate passive stretches on major
muscle groups of the body
Carry out neuromuscular technique (NMT) on selected
muscles
Explain the procedure for developmental stretching
Carry out soft tissue release (STR) on selected muscles
Carry out proprioceptive neuro facilitation (PNF)
techniques on selected muscles
Incorporate a variety of stretching methods into your
treatments
Devise safe and appropriate stretching programmes
for your clients
The Healing Response
The Neuromyofascial Patterns of Chronic Pain
Disorders

In addition:
•
Theradeep Therapy Massage
•
History
•
What is DTM
•
What clients can expect
•
Benefits

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Theories & Techniques
Principals
Reading the Body
Hierarchy of Power
Safety Caveats
Consultations
Contraindications
Client Consultation
When to Refer
Aftercare Advice
Muscle Physiology
Soft tissue dysfunctions/Musculo-skeletal imbalances
Common Conditions
Assessment Techniques & Postural Analysis
Treatment Planning
Location of Trigger Points
Risk Assessments
Safety & Hygiene
Health & Safety Regulations
Professional Ethics & Standards of Practice
Business Practices
Business plans
Treatment costings
Insurance, Complaints & Malpractice
Registering & running your business
Legislation
Marketing & PR
Record keeping
Cancellations
General Tips (e.g. how to review products, selling skills,
tips to getting more traffic, marketing tips etc)

Online Course: £450.00

Shrinking Violet Lipo Pro
Non Surgical Shrinking Violet Lipo Pro a innovative,
propriety formula, can be used as a stand alone treatment
for Medical Clinics & Medi-spas, Doctors and Nurses, or in
conjunction with patients having liposuction, lasers and
cavitation, ultrasound procedures.

Shrinking Violet
The Shrinking Violet body wrap system is for use by beauty
professionals. It is a professional product and will not be for
sale to the general public.
The main ingredient is an active phospholipid complex,
which is pre-blended with essential oils containing a
cellulite blend. The solution remains in the skin, and active,
for 72 hours.
For maximum results we recommend a six week course
combined with homecare. Shrinking Violet comes with
its own homecare range comprising of the Shrinking
Violet Home Kit, Shrinking Violet Cellulite Oil, Shrinking
Violet Bums & Tums, Shrinking Violet Stretchmark Oil
and Slimbathe, which contain less active ingredient and
maintain the treatment between salon appointments. No
need for wrapping.
Shrinking Violet Body Wrap is a painless, effortless
professional process that can successfully remove inches in
problem areas, such as thighs, buttocks and abdomen.
The technique is so powerful, that a sixty minute session
can shrink waistlines by up to 2 inches. The amount of
reduction varies depending on build, but many people may
reduce by at least one whole size after the first treatment.
Immediate results can be seen. After 24 hours, up to 72
hours you will see the maximum effect.
Shrinking Violet Booster Kit 		
500ml Shrinking Violet solution,
1 x 100mm Wrapture, 2 x 250mm Wrapture,
Shrinking Violet Extreme Booster Serum

The clinical trialled Shrinking Violet Body Wrap named
the inch loss leader, follows up with a brand new product
aimed at clinical practices – with Shrinking Violet Lipo Pro –
Your ideal body is no longer just a dream. With advances in
plastic surgery and non-invasive treatments, there are more
ways than ever to look exactly the way you want.
Here is an effective option to getting the body you’ve
always wanted. Used on its own or in combination with
Liposuction – Lasers and Cavitation equipment, you can be
sure this version will have the medical clinics & medi-spas
screaming out for the new product and protocols. Ideal
for those patients who have no interest in undergoing full
liposuction surgery procedures – the cost, pain, recovery
etc are not appealing, or simply want an alternative
procedure pre or post surgery – this treatment is ideal and
also has been bio-engineered to enhance any combination
procedures. Laser assisted liposuction, methods that use
cannulas that produce heat, vibration or ultra sound waves
to help break up the fatty tissue then Shrinking Violet Lipo
Pro helps to enhance those results, also helping pre and
post actual liposuction.
Shrinking Violet Lipo Pro Kit 		

500ml Shrinking Violet Lipo Pro solution,
1 x 100mm Wrapture, 2 x 250mm Wrapture, Bandages,

£300.00

Tape Measure

Shrinking Violet Lipo Pro 500ml		

£250.00

£195.00

Shrinking Violet Solution 500ml		
£129.99
Shrinking Violet Extreme Booster		
£48.50
Measuring Cup 				£0.75
Bottle Pump 				£4.95
Aftercare cards 85mm x 55m (50) 		
£10.00
Client Record Cards (50) 			
£10.00
Leaflets A5 x 50 				
£5.00
Poster A3 				£10.00
Wrapture
Wrapture is a special type of heat inducing wrap used
during the treatment. It is NOT cling film or shrink wrap,
which infers plastic into the skin. It creates vacuumization
on contact with the heated bed and pushes the Shrinking
Violet into the skin, helping to guarantee results.
Small 100mm x 150m 			
Large 250mm x 150m 			

£8.50
£18.50

Inch Loss - Trade Catalogue - Tibby Olivier Professional
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The ‘Loss Leader’ for professional body wrap treatments in
salons and spas across the UK.
The only clinically proven inch loss wrap system available
– hailed by the press as the loss leader – Shrinking Violet.
Its outsells its competition by 10:1. Adored by clinical and
beauty professionals and celebrities world wide.

Shrinking Violet Sheer Bliss
*THIS KIT CONTAINS 25 FULL BODY TREATMENTS*

This system will help you lose inches and successfully
remove inches in problem areas, such as thighs, buttocks
and abdomen.

Shrinking Sheer Bliss is an inch loss body ritual treatment
which incorporates the amazing results from Shrinking
Violet Inch Loss Body Wrap into a body treatment ritual
designed to relax and de-stress the client stimulating their
lymphatic system and creating real inch loss.

The 200ml Shrinking Violet Solution is an oil based solution
which has been tried and tested in the professional
environment, whilst the specially made Shrinky Suit
enhances the technology.

Shrinking Violet Sheer Bliss Kit 		

£79.00 (rrp £129.00)

500ml Shrinking Violet solution,
1 x Foaming Exfoliator 250ml,
Shrinking Violet Extreme Booster Serum

£195.00

The 200ml Shrinking Violet Solution is an essential oil
blended with our fat busting active ingredients, which has
been tried and tested in the professional environment,
whilst the special developed Waist trainer enhances the
technology.
£79.00 (rrp £129.00)

Shrinking Violet Stretchmark Body Oil 100ml

Shrinking Violet Waist Trainer Kit

New from Shrinking Violet. A stretchmark oil that is safe for
use during and after pregnancy with cold pressed rosehip
and buckthorn.

*THIS KIT CONTAINS 20-25 BODY TREATMENTS*

Shrinking Violet Bums & Tums 100ml
An aftercare product to the famous slimming inch loss
solution, Shrinking Violet. Shrinking Violet Bums & Tums
contains a luxury blend of fat busting ingredients to
spot treat those stubborn problem areas! Its rich natural
ingredients containing lavender essential oil aids in calming
and toning the skin whilst all in the comfort of your own
home.

Shrinking Violet Stretchmark Body Oil is a 100% blend of
rich oils which are safe to use during pregnancy. Our oils
nourish and enrich the skin deep down to help the skins
natural function improve both the appearance and feel of
the skin, helping to eliminate the appearance of stretch
marks.
Shrinking Violet Stretchmark Body Oil is for use by both
women and men and safe for use by all ages, the 100%
natural formula makes it ideal in the natural home and
shows just what can be achieved when you use the finest
natural ingredients. Rich, Cold Pressed Rosehip is naturally
high in Vitamin E (an essential element to the skins
appearance) and beautiful Sea Buckthorn which is rich in
natural Omegas, Vitamin E and skin enhancing minerals.

£17.50 (rrp £34.99)

Shrinking Violet Home Kit
*THIS KIT CONTAINS 10 BODY TREATMENTS*

Super rich in Omega 3, 6 and 9 oils as well as other natural
proteins and minerals which help aid skin elasticity and
natural repair.

£17.50 (rrp £34.99)
From The ‘Inch Loss Leader’ in professional body wrap
treatments in salons and spas across the World.
The Ultimate in Waist Training shrinking inches and
successfully creating an hour glass figure!
Wear our Shrinky Waist Trainer to shrink those inches and
intensify the treatment to create your hourglass figure or
help contour and sculpt a post baby body.
The only clinically proven inch loss wrap system available –
hailed by the press as the inch loss leader – Shrinking Violet.
Outsells its competition by 10:1.
Adored by clinical and beauty professionals and celebrities
worldwide. This system will help you lose inches and
successfully remove in inches in problem areas such as
Waist, hips and abdomen.
Waist trained before? Boost your Waist training with our
clinically proven Shrinking Violet slimming solution.
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Shrinking Violet Cellulite Oil 100ml
An aftercare product to the famous slimming inch loss
solution, Shrinking Violet. Cellulite oil will visibly reduce
the appearance of cellulite and will aid in helping you lose
inches. Its rich natural ingredients containing lavender
essential oil aids in calming and toning the skin whilst all in
the comfort of your own home.
£17.50 (rrp £34.99)

Inch Loss - Trade Catalogue - Tibby Olivier Professional
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Slimbathe Duo
A luxurious duo, luxury oils infused with the magic of
Shrinking Violet. Relax in a hot bath with the aroma of
amber and dark musk. SlimBathe contains a rich blend
of natural ingredients and skin toners to eliminate that
fat! After bathing apply the oils to problem areas for extra
results as the solution helps smooth and refine those
stubborn cellulite areas.
A bath full of luxury with an added extra!
£50.00 (rrp £100.00)

Coming Soon to the
Shrinking Violet range...
Shrinking Tea!
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Tan.
Sculpt.
Slim.

Shrinking Tan
This specially formulated tan provides you with the tools to
both shape and sculpt the clients body immediately using
Spray Tanning Body Contouring techniques and
infused with the active ingredient of Shrinking Violet.
#ShrinkingTan.
What is it?
This shrinking tan is odourless, with great fade and a natural
colour. The active ingredients from Shrinking Violet will
continue to work over the 72 hours.
Is Shrinking Tan the same as Shrinking Violet?
No. Shrinking Violet will give the best immediate and
continued results and the wrap system continues to be the
optimum inch-loss treatment for clients. It’s not an “either”
“or” treatment. They should not be compared. Shrinking
Tan is an alternative for clients who want a spray tan with
a “bit extra” and who cannot have a spray tan due to the oil
residue of the Shrinking Violet wrap.

Will the tan finish/fade be affected?
No, the active ingredients will not interfere with the tan
process or finish.
Will I need to change my spray tan machine?
No.
Shrinking Tan Kit

		£175.00

1lt Dark, 1lt Medium, 1lt Light, 5 masks, 10 nose filters,
5 gloves, 5 sticky feet, 5 hair nets, 5 thongs

Dark (12%) 1 litre 			
£89.99
Medium (9%) 1 litre 			
£89.99
Light (6%) 1 litre 				
£89.99
Leaflets A5 x 50 				
£5.00
Poster A3 				£10.00

Are there contraindications?
Yes. The client will need a full consultation before
treatment.
Is there pre and aftercare?
Yes, to get the optimum results from the treatment pre and
aftercare should be followed.

Maskerade
Refresh and revive with this mineral rich mask used to
cleanse, detoxify and exfoliate in just one 5-10 minute
treatment. It improves the texture and feel of the skin
after just one use and leaves the skin feeling soft, radiant,
revived and plumper. This product is ideal for sensitive skin,
meaning this face mask appeals to any skin type, man or
woman. Maskerade will continue working for several days
following the application, giving you a lasting glow. A truly
natural product which can be used every day without
drying the skin, helps to keep the skin soft and radiant,
reviving and plumping as it works.
“I offer Maskerade as a facial in my Salon and it’s one of my
most popular treatments and because I also stock this product
and my clients can’t get enough they are purchasing the mask for
almost double trade price, which is a great return investment.” –
Janine, Pure Bliss Beauty
50ml - £40.00
30ml - £21.00
15ml - £12.00

Is the tan washed off after 8 hours?
Yes, normal tan procedure.
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The power to relieve
pain is even greater
than the power to
inflict it.

Theradeep
Our exclusive therapeutic massage therapy and
accompanying massage oils are recommended for those
that have chronic pain or are regularly active, a renewing
therapy that hones your level of pressure, with therapeutic
flow that allows for blood circulation, embodiment and
relief of pain, relaxing and eases muscle tension with
targeted focus for rehabilitating injuries.

Theradeep Therapeutic Massage Kit
Theradeep Therapeutic Massage Oil 500ml,
2 x Trigger Point Relief Massage Balls,
2 Trigger Point Relief Wands,,
Kinesiology Tape x 3, Scissors

Theradeep Therapeutic
Massage Oil 500ml

£195.00

£129.99

******

Theradeep Therapeutic
Massage Oil 200ml
(rrp £75.00)

£34.99

Theradeep Therapeutic
Massage Oil 100ml
(rrp £34.99)

£17.50

Theradeep Therapeutic
Bath & Shower OIl
(rrp £75.00)

£34.99

Theradeep PMS Therapy
(rrp £34.99)

“Works exceptionally well with back pain after trying everything to
no avail, this is the only treatment that genuinely gave me notable
relief and helped me get back to work.”

“Over recent months I have tried several treatments and lots of other
products to ease my neck pain but this treatment has been the most
successful and I would recommend to anyone Theradeep.”
******
“Superb treatment, great on my whole body not just my frozen
shoulder, what joy to find a treatment that actually works, I could cry
with relief.”

£17.50

******
“Very effective definitely helps with the pain, highly recommend this
treatment and oils.”
******
“Perfect for my hip and knee pain gave
immediate relief.”

renewing - relieving - relaxing - rehabilitating
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE THERAPY
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Duchess Wax
Duchess Soothing Warm Wax
The only warm wax you’ll ever need! A soothing warm wax
formulated for the most sensitive skin. Developed to easily
remove even the strongest hair. From brows to intimate
waxes, it grips even the shortest hair to give as soothing a
wax as possible. Specialised waxing is one of the biggest
earning treatments you can offer and now, it’s non-suffering
for both client and beauty specialist. Supplied in 1kg bags
of warm wax pellets, it’s messfree, economical and easy to
use. 1kg of Duchess Warm Wax will do 8-10 intimate waxes.
Heirs and Graces are required!
Duchess Cool (Strip) Wax
Duchess Soothing Cool Wax is a smooth gentle azulene
based strip wax, allowing you to remove hair without
ouchies. It removes hair easily with little to no residue.
Perfect for arms, legs, backs, and chests, the cool wax
glides on to make full waxing a breeze. Super soothing
ingredients, it is applied thinly so there is less build up on
your strip and uses less strips overall. Duchess Trainers can
show you how to wax quickly and thoroughly.

Duchess Post-Wax Soothing Cream
Duchess Post-Wax Soothing Cream is designed for use
after Duchess Soothing Wax. Apply the cream to soothe,
moisturise and protect the skin. A soothing azulene-based
cream, which is easily absorbed and doesn’t leave the skin
greasy or with any annoying residue. As well as leaving a
smooth finish, it also helps prevent ingrown hairs.
Duchess Soothing Wax Full System

£80.00

1kg warm wax pellets, 425g cool strip wax, 200ml soothing cleanser,
200ml pre-wax oil, 200ml post-wax soothing cream

Duchess Soothing Warm Wax		
£20.00
Duchess Soothing Cool Wax		
£8.00
Duchess Soothing Cleanser		
£18.50
Duchess Pre-Wax Oil			
£18.50
Duchess Post-Wax Soothing Cream		
£18.50
The Orb 					£145.00
Disposable inserts x 10 			
£4.95
Leaflets A5 x 50 				
£5.00
Poster A3 				£10.00

Duchess Soothing Cleanser
Duchess Soothing Cleanser is an antiseptic cleanser infused
with three essential oils; azulene to reduce inflammation
and keep skin healthy, chamomile for its antiseptic
and disinfectant properties, and lavender for its antiinflammatory, soothing, and calming qualities. Removes
traces of deodorant, make up, or body lotions/oils, allowing
you to get a clean, smooth wax. Used during treatment to
cool and calm the skin, and keep it as hygienic as possible.
Also used after waxing to help close the follicles.

TM

Duchess Pre-Wax Oil
Duchess Pre-Wax Oil is designed for use prior to Duchess
Warm Wax and is a crucial step in achieving ‘ouch-free’
waxing. The oil creates a protective barrier, preparing
the skin for waxing and easy removal. A lightweight
chamomile-based oil for a calming and soothing
treatment.
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Salon Kit 				£100.00

Great skin
is yours!

50ml Faith Lift Miracle Mask, 50ml Faith Lift Cream,
15ml Faith Lift Lip, 15ml Faith Lift Eye Cream

Faith Lift
Tibby Olivier presents Faith Lift, a non-surgical face lifting
skin care system.

Faith Lift Miracle Mask 50ml 		
Faith Lift Miracle Mask 30ml (rrp £54.00)
Faith Lift Cream 50ml 			
Faith Lift Cream 30ml (rrp £54.00)		
Faith Lift Eye Cream 15ml (rrp £49.99)
Faith Lift Lip 15ml (rrp £49.99)		
Faith Lift Triple Serum (rrp £55.00)		
Faith Lift Finale 				

£47.00
£27.00
£47.00
£27.00
£20.00
£20.00
£27.50
£80.00

20 vials containing 1.5ml each

Faith Lift Mask
Faith Lift Mask is a naturally derived, skin-tightening mask,
which will help physically lift sagging skin, reducing the
appearance of lines and wrinkles. When applied, it forms
an elegant film that will tighten and smooth the skin. This
perceivable phenomenon is due to physical changes in the
polymer structure of the polysaccharides as they dry on the
skin. This gentle sensation of smooth skin will last for hours,
in some cases days, without the skin flaking or leaving it
overly tight. Faith Lift Mask is totally safe and non-invasive.

“Amazing products - clients
love it!”
Zoanne F

Leaflets A5 x 50 				
£5.00
Poster A3 				£10.00

“I am blown away with the
results of this mask.”
Samantha B

Faith Lift Cream
Faith Lift Cream is a vitamin-rich nourishing moisturizer
which leaves skin smoother, firmer and complexion glows.
Facial features are lightened and contoured.

“This is seriously the best face
mask I have ever used.”
Judith B

Faith Lift Lip
Lip fullness is a sign of beauty and youthfulness. Faith
Lift Lip is effectively a hyaluronic acid-based fractionated
active, that is able to penetrate the epidermis. Faith Lift
Lip plumps, redefines and minimizes fine vertical lines and
keeps lip contour in shape, providing a more youthful and
appealing
look. It also includes a rich blend of oils, butters and
waxes with vitamin E to nourish and protect lips from
harsh environmental conditions.
Faith Lift Eye Cream
The Faith Lift Eye Cream has the Faith Lift herbal extract in
a rich emollient base that is specifically designed for use
around the eyes to rehydrate and provide essential healthy
skin. It has an instant effect like the mask.
Faith Lift Finale
Reduces skin photo-damage effects and improves the
appearance of lines and wrinkles. Also improves firmness
and elasticity of the skin and skin smoothness. Decreases
skin roughness and reduces discoloration and mottled
pigmentation, rebalancing uneven skin tone.

Non-Surgical Face Lifting System
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Blue Venom®
Featuring a unique blend of Bee Venom, blue light
protection and unique natural active ingredients, our Bee
Venom range is high-performance, next generation skin
care. Suited to anyone looking for an advanced and active
leading technology skin care range targeting the multiple
signs of advanced ageing combined with blue light
protecting actives.

BLUE
VENOM

Helping to restore conditions of chronological ageing
& digital pollution, Blue Venom® restores the skin’s
adaptive capacity to overcome hypoxic stress. Limiting
the appearance of free radicals and damage to the matrix
caused by blue light. Blue Venom® provides a true gust
of oxygen; it strengthens the barrier function, smooths
the skin relief and improves skin quality. The healthy-glow
effect restored and the complexion radiance revived; a
double deep formula that is then enhanced by Bee Venom
helping to smooth out and also plump out fine lines and
wrinkles, giving that immediate anti-ageing effect and lift.
Blue Venom® Face
Does it seem like your skin has stopped responding
to your regular skincare? Your skin’s responsive power
could be declining, and it could also be compromised
by damage from external aggressors. With Blue Venom’s
rich, silky Wrinkle Smoothing Cream, Bee Venom & Blue
Light technology sends internal sensory signals, to make
skin optimally responsive to the age-defying benefits of
skincare. It visibly smoothes out wrinkles, plumps up lines,
and deeply moisturises, to capture a youthfully radiant look.
To use: Apply every morning and evening to the face, neck
and décolleté, after your serum.
100ml - £80.00 (rrp £160)

Blue Venom® Kit - Five Phase Ritual
Contains: Blue Venom Eye, Blue Venom Super Serum, Blue
Venom Face, Blue Venom Night, Blue Venom Mask.
£250.00

Powerful
& Effective
Anti-Ageing
with Bee Venom
& Blue Light Protecting
Technology
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Blue Venom® Night
Blue Venom® Anti-Ageing Night Cream is intensely
hydrating with Bee Venom and Blue Light state of the art
technology, that helps prevent and reduce skin damage
at the cellular level. Targets the face, neck & décolleté,
to firm, tighten and lift, providing powerful anti-oxidant
benefits, smoothing and protecting against blue light
from digital devices which generate free radicals causing
oxidative stress and accelerated skin ageing, with hyperpigmentation as the most visible effect, especially in darker
skin types. Restore your glow.
To use: Apply in the evening to the face, neck and décolleté.
Avoid the eye contour area.
50ml - £60.00 (rrp £120)
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Blue Venom® Mask
Reawaken your skin’s sensors and illuminate your radiance
with Blue Venom’s Overnight Cream Mask. Concentrating
on skin’s night-time process, it delivers generous moisture,
and helps repair daytime and UV damage while you
sleep. With this rich, comforting cream, Bee Venom & Blue
Light technology directs internal sensory signals, to make
skin optimally responsive to the age-defying benefits of
skincare. It intensively brightens, diminishes the look of
dark spots and unevenness, and smoothes lines.
To use: Apply after your cleansing routine morning and
evening. Can also be applied on top of your moisturiser
or combined with a serum. Leave on for 15 minutes and
wash off with warm water or leave on overnight/all day for
accelerated results.
Blue Venom® Serum
Blue Venom® silky Wrinkle Smoothing Contour Serum
visibly smooths out wrinkles, plumps up lines and
moisturises for improved skin. It takes skin back to ideal
suppleness and elasticity blending Bee Venom and
Blue Light technology, helps to reawaken skin’s sensory
receptors that decline overtime to make skin optimally
responsive to the benefits of skincare.

50ml - £70.00 (rrp £140.00)

To use: Pump the dispenser twice and dispense the serum
into the palm of your hand. Apply to the cheeks, forehead,
nose and chin, smoothing from the centre outward. Apply
to the entire face, neck & décolleté.
30ml - £50.00 (rrp £100.00)
Angel Healing Cream 100ml
Blue Venom® Eye
Blue Venom® Eye Cream is a wrinkle expert for the eye
area that quickly helps to reduce the appearance of all
types of wrinkles (crow’s feet, corner crinkling, under
eye wrinkles, lid creases, under-eye puff lines and lines
between eyebrows), including those caused by stress.
Enhanced with Bee Venom & Blue Light technology, Blue
Venom smoothing Eye Cream’s rich and velvety texture
restores deep moisture to visibly improve fine lines caused
by dryness and improves skin’s resilience for a smoother
appearance in the eye area.
To use: Use the fingertip of your ring finger, take up a size of
a grain of rice for both eyes and apply gently.

Heal, Protect, Defend. This daily hydrating lotion leaves skin
feeling soothed and moisturised. Angel Healing Cream is
fast becoming a handbag essential product. Angel Healing
Cream calms and relieves and prevents chapped, cracked
and dry skin.
The fruit oils in Angel Healing Cream act as a skin barrier
and emollient to sooth and comfort roughness, redness,
minor skin irritations, scrapes and abrasions.
£10.00 (rrp £20.00)

15ml - £40.00 (rrp £80)
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Mrs Hippi Chin Sculpt Home Use 100ml

Mrs Hippi Arm Sculpt Home Use 100ml
A luxury blend of fat busting ingredients and skin toners.
Mrs Hippi’s Arm Sculpt is heating up the race for the title
of best non-surgical arm toning and bingo wing vanishing
treatment. Mrs Hippi Arm Sculpt also contains lavender
essential oil to aid in calming and toning the skin. It’s rich
natural ingredients which contain toning properties, calms
and tightens your body’s problem areas. Arm Sculpt is a
non surgical home or salon procedure to help improve the
appearance and profile of moderate to severe fat on the
arms, also called “bingo wings.”
£20.00 (rrp £40.00)

Captivating Curves

Mrs Hippi’s Chin Sculpt is heating up the race for the title
of best non surgical double chin vanishing treatment. A
luxury blend of rich natural ingredients and skin toners. Mrs
Hippi Chin Sculpt also contains lavender essential oil to aid
in calming and toning the skin. This solution helps improve
your chins definition. Chin Sculpt is a non surgical home
or salon procedure to help improve the appearance and
profile of moderate to severe fat below the chin, also called
“double chin.”
£20.00 (rrp £40.00)

Mrs Hippi Cellulite Oil Home Use 200ml
A luxury blend of rich natural ingredients and skin toners
to zap that fat! Mrs Hippi Cellulite Sculpt also contains
lavender essential oil to aid in calming and toning the
skin. This solution helps smooth and refine those stubborn
cellulite areas.
£30.00 (rrp £60.00)

Mrs Hippi Body Sculpt Home Use 100ml
A luxury blend of fat busting ingredients and skin toners to
zap that fat! Mrs Hippi Body Sculpt also contains lavender
essential oil to aid in calming and toning the skin. It’s rich
natural ingredients which contain toning properties, calms
and tightens your body’s problem areas.
£20.00 (rrp £40.00)

Mrs Hippi Tummy Tuck 200ml
A luxury blend of fat busting ingredients and skin toners to
zap that fat! Mrs Hippi Tummy Tuck also contains lavender
essential oil to aid in calming and toning the skin. It’s rich
natural ingredients which contain toning properties, calms
and tightens the most stubborn of areas.
£30.00 (rrp £60.00)
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Flynn Chin Sculpt Home Use 100ml
Improve your chins definition with Flynn Chin Sculpt which
contains active ingredients that tighten your skin. Leaving it
none greasy and dry to touch, this home use oil is the only
solution to help define your chin and jawline.
£20.00 (rrp £40.00)

Flynn Arm Sculpt Home Use 100ml
Sculpt, tone and firm your arms and upper body. With
active ingredients that tighten your skin, leaving it none
greasy and dry to touch. This home use oil is the only
solution to help define your arms.
£20.00 (rrp £40.00)

Flynn Muscle Sculpt 200ml
Improve the definition of your muscles with Flynn Muscle
Sculpt which contains a powerful blend of fat busting
ingredients to tone your muscles. Leaving skin none greasy
and dry to touch, this home use solution is the only solution
to help define and tone your muscles.
£30.00 (rrp £60.00)

Sculpt
Yourself

Flynn Body Sculpt Home Use 100ml
Sculpt, tone and firm your arms and upper body. With
active ingredients that tighten your skin. Leaving it none
greasy and dry to touch, this Home use oil is the only
solution to help define your body.
£20.00 (rrp £40.00)

Flynn Body Toning Oil 200ml
Improve the definition of your body with Flynn Toning Oil
which contains a powerful blend of fat busting ingredients
to tone your body. Leaving skin none greasy and dry to
touch, this home use solution is the only solution to help
define and tone your muscles.
£30.00 (rrp £60.00)
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Look out for new

Natural Nail Polish Remover 100ml
Our Natural Nail Polish Remover is free from toxins which
will not damage the natural oil in your nails. It works
perfectly on all kinds of nail polish but not suitable for
polish coated false nails. This polish keeps your nails much
more healthy than a standard nail polish remover and it is
completely free from artificial acetones. The natural polish
remover is translucent with a fragrant smell which includes
a hint of lemon freshness.
£7.50 (rrp £15.00)
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Tibby Olivier
Units 48-49C Fulwell Court
Redscar Business Park
Longridge Road
Preston
PR2 5LX
Telephone: 0161 327 0007
Email: info@tibbyolivier.com

